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Abstract. The aim of this paper is to obtain the spectra and ne spectra of the matrix
U(a; 0; b) on the Hahn space. Also, we explore some ideas of how to study the problem
for a general form of the matrix, namely, the matrix U(a0; a1; : : : ; an 1; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1),
where the non-zero diagonals are the entries of an oscillatory sequence.
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1. Introduction
In numerical analysis, matrices from the nite element or nite dierence problems
are often banded. Such matrices can be viewed as descriptions of the coupling
between problem variables; the bandedness corresponds to the fact that variables
are not coupled over arbitrarily large distances. Such matrices can be further divided
- for instance, banded matrices exist where every element in the band is nonzero.
These often arise when discretizing one-dimensional problems. Problems in higher
dimensions also lead to banded matrices, in which case the band itself also tends to be
sparse. For instance, a partial dierential equation on a square domain (using central
dierences) will yield a matrix with a bandwidth equal to the square root of the
matrix dimension, but inside the band only 5 diagonals are nonzero. Unfortunately,
applying Gaussian elimination (or equivalently an LU decomposition) to such a
matrix results in the band being lled in by many non-zero elements (see [13]). And
so, the resolvent set of the band operators is important for solving such problems.
Spectral theory is one of the most useful tools in science. There are many ap-
plications of mathematics and physics which contain matrix theory, control theory,
function theory, dierential and integral equations, complex analysis, and quan-
tum physics. For example, atomic energy levels are determined and therefore the
frequency of a laser or the spectral signature of a star is obtained in quantum me-
chanics. The resolvent set of band operators is important for solving the above
explanation problems. Band matrices emerge in many areas of mathematics and its
applications. Tridiagonal, or more general, banded matrices are used in telecom-
munication system analysis, nite dierence methods for solving partial dierential
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equations, linear recurrence systems with non-constant coecients, etc. (see [16]);
so, it is natural to ask the question of whether one can obtain some results about
the spectral decomposition of a U(a; 0; b) matrix.
Let X and Y be Banach spaces, and L : X ! Y a bounded linear operator. By
R (L) = fy 2 Y : y = Lx; x 2 Xg
we denote the range of L and by B(X), we show the set of all bounded linear
operators on X into itself.
Let L : D (L) ! X be a linear operator, dened on D(L)  X; where D(L)
denotes the domain of L and X is a complex normed linear space. Let L := I L
for L 2 B(X) and  2 C, where I is the identity operator. L 1 is known as the
resolvent operator of L.
The resolvent set of L is the set of complex numbers  of L such that L 1 exists,
is bounded and is dened on a set which is dense in X and denoted by (L;X).
Its complement is given by Cn(L;X) which is called the spectrum of L denoted by
(L;X).
The spectrum (L;X) is a union of three disjoint sets as follows: The point
spectrum p(L;X) is the set such that L
 1
 does not exist. If the operator L
 1
 is
dened on a dense subspace of X and is unbounded, then  2 C belongs to the
continuous spectrum c(L;X) of L. Furthermore, we say that  2 C belongs to
the residual spectrum r(L;X) of L if the operator L
 1
 exists, but its domain of
denition, i.e. the range R(I   L) of (I   L) is not dense in X, then in this case
L 1 may be bounded or unbounded. From the above denitions we have
(L;X) = p(L;X) [ c(L;X) [ r(L;X) (1)
and
p(L;X) \ c(L;X) = ;, p(L;X) \ r(L;X) = ;, r(L;X) \ c(L;X) = ;:
By w we denote the space of all sequences. Well-known examples of Banach se-
quence spaces are the spaces `1, c, c0 and bv of bounded, convergent, null and
bounded variation sequences, respectively. Also, by `p, bvp we denote the spaces of
all p absolutely summable sequences and p bounded variation sequences, respec-
tively.
Hahn [10] introduced the space h of all sequence x = (xk) 2 c0 such that
1X
k=0
k jxk+1   xkj




k jxk+1   xkj+ sup
k
jxkj
was dened on the space h by Hahn [10]. Rao ([12] Proposition 2.1) dened a new




k jxk+1   xkj :
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The dual space of h is norm isomorphic to the Banach space
1 =
(











Many investigators studied the spectrum and ne spectrum of linear operators on
some sequence spaces. In 2013, Tripathy and Saikia [14] calculated the spectrum of
the Cesaro operator C1 on bv0 \ `1. In 2014, Paul and Tripathy [11] studied the
spectrum of the operator D (r; 0; 0; s) over the sequence spaces `p and bvp. In 2016,
Yesilkayagil and Kirisci [17] calculated the ne spectrum of the forward dierence
operator on the Hahn space.
2. Fine spectrum
The upper triangular matrix U(a; 0; b) is an innite matrix with non-zero diagonals
that are the entries of an oscillatory sequence of the form
U(a; 0; b) =
26666666664
a0 0 b0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 a1 0 b1 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0 a2 0 b2 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 a0 0 b0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 a1 0 b1 0 0   









. . .   
37777777775
(b0; b1 ; b2 6= 0): (2)
In this paper, we will calculate the spectral decomposition of the above matrix.
Lemma 1 (see [12, Proposition 10]). The matrix A = (ank) gives rise to a bounded
















n!1 ank = 0, for each k.
Theorem 1. U(a; 0; b) : h! h is a bounded linear operator if and only if an+ bn =
an+1 + bn+1 , n = 0; 1; 2:




n jank   an+1;kj =
8<: ja0j ; k = 13 ja1j ; k = 2
(2k   1) jak 1j+ (2k   5) jbkj ; k  3
is convergent.












(3b k 13 c 1)b k 13 c
2 ja0   a1 + b0   b1j+
(3b k 23 c 1)b k 23 c
2 ja1   a2 + b1   b2j
+
(3b k 33 c 1)b k 33 c
2 ja2   a0 + b2   b0j+ (k   2) jak 3   ak 2 + bk 3j
+(k   1) jak 2   ak 1j+ k jak 1j ; k  2
ja0j ; k = 1
where bxc denotes the greatest integer less than or equal to x. Herein ax = ay,
























is convergent if and only if an + bn = an+1 + bn+1 , n = 0; 1; 2:
(iii) For each k, it is clear that lim
n!1 ank = 0.
Thus the assertion of Lemma 1 holds.
Lemma 2 (see [9, p.59]). T has a dense range if and only if T  is 1-1.
Lemma 3 (see [9, p.60]). T has a bounded inverse if and only if T  is onto.
Theorem 2. p(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j < jb0j jb1j jb2jg.
Proof. Let  be an eigenvalue of the operator U(a; 0; b). Then there exists x 6=  =























(  a0) (  a1) (  a2)
b0b1b2
. Thus we get
jx6k+r   x6k+r+1j = jKrj jqjk ; r = 0; 5;




x0   x1; r = 0
x1     a0
b0
x0; r = 1
  a0
b0
x0     a1
b1
x1; r = 2
  a1
b1
x1   (  a0) (  a2)
b0b2
x0; r = 3
(  a0) (  a2)
b0b2
x0   (  a0) (  a1)
b0b1
x1; r = 4
(  a0) (  a1)
b0b1
x1   qx0; r = 5
and so




n jxn   xn+1j =
1X
k=1








(6k + r + 6) jqjk+1
(6k + r) jqjk
= jqj
from D'Alembert's ratio test, the series
1X
k=1
(6k + r) jqjk
is convergent if and only if jqj < 1 and hence, x = (xn) 2 h if and only if
j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j < jb0j jb1j jb2j. Therefore,
p(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j < jb0j jb1j jb2jg :
If T : h 7 ! h is a bounded linear operator represented by a matrix A, then it is
known that the adjoint operator T  : h 7 ! h is dened by the transpose At of the
matrix A. It should be noted that the dual space h of h is isometrically isomorphic
to the Banach space 1 =









Theorem 3. p(U(a; 0; b)
; he=1) = ;.
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Proof. Let  be an eigenvalue of the operator U(a; 0; b). Then there exists x 6=
 = (0; 0; 0; :::) in 1 such that U(a; 0; b)x = x.
Then, we have
a0x0 = x0 (3)
a1x1 = x1 (4)
b0x0 + a2x2 = x2 (5)
b1x1 + a0x3 = x3 (6)
b2x2 + a1x4 = x4 (7)
b0x3 + a2x5 = x5 (8)
b1x4 + a0x6 = x6 (9)
b2x5 + a1x7 = x7 (10)
b0x6 + a2x8 = x8 (11)
...
Then we have
n = 3k; b0xn + a2xn+2 = xn+2 (12)
n = 3k + 1; b1xn + a0xn+2 = xn+2 (13)
n = 3k + 2; b2xn + a1xn+2 = xn+2
Let x0 6= 0; then we obtain that  = a0 from (3), x1 = 0 from (6), x4 = 0 from (9),
x2 = 0 from (7) and x0 = 0 from (5). But this contradicts our assumption.
Now let x0 = 0 and x1 6= 0; then we obtain that  = a1 from (4), x2 = 0 from
(7), x5 = 0 from (10), x3 = 0 from (8), x1 = 0 from (6). But this contradicts with
our assumption.
Similarly let x0 = 0, x1 = 0 and x2 6= 0; then we obtain that  = a1 from (5),
x6 = 0 from (11), x4 = 0 from (9), x2 = 0 from (7). But this contradicts with our
assumption.
Finally, let x3k+1 be the rst non-zero of the sequence (xn). If n = 3k, then
from (12) we have  = a2. Again from (12) for n = 3k + 3 we have b0x3k+3 +
a2x3k+5 = a2x3k+5; then we get x3k+3 = 0. But from (13) for n = 3k + 1 we have
b1x3k+1 + a0x3k+3 = a2x3k+3, we have x3k+1 = 0, a contradiction.
Similarly, if x3k or x3k + 2 is the rst non-zero of the sequence (xn), we get a
contradiction.
Hence, p(U(a; 0; b)
; c0 e=`1) = ;.
Theorem 4. r(U(a; 0; b); h) = ;.
Proof. Since r(A; h) = p(A
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where (ak) and (bnk) are real numbers.
Proof. It is clear.
Theorem 5. c(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j = jb0j jb1j jb2jg and
(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j  jb0j jb1j jb2jg :
Proof. Let us take y = (yn) 2 1 such that (U(a; 0; b)   I)x = y for some
x = (xn). Then we get a system of linear equations:
(a0   )x0 = y0
(a1   )x1 = y1
...
b0x3n + (a2   )x3n+2 = y3n+2; n  0
b1x3n+1 + (a0   )x3n+3 = y3n+3
b2x3n+2 + (a1   )x3n+4 = y3n+4
...















t = 0; 1;n = 1; 2; : : :




















































































































































































a2k 2+t    =Mp




(a2   ) (a1   ) (a0   )
1=3
;
the last equation turns into the sum jM j2n+t




n 1Pi=0 y2i+t nPk=i+1 ( 1)k i pk i
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=








Mp1 p  12n+t n 1P
i=0
y2i+t


















































































































































 kyk1 + M (p+ 1) p21  p
 kyk1 jpjn 1   1jpj   1 :
(16)
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2 + (p+ 1) p
jpjn 1   1
jpj   1
#  Mp1  p
 kyk1 :
(17)







  kyk1 2maxm=0










y = (yn) 2 1; x = (xn) 2 1 i jpj =
 b2b1b0(a2   )(a1   )(a0   )
1=3 < 1:
Consequently, if for  2 C, ja2   j ja1   j ja0   j > jb2j jb1j jb0j, then (xn) 2
1. Therefore, the operator (U(a; 0; b)   I) is onto if j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j >
jb0j jb1j jb2j. Then by Lemma 3, U(a; 0; b)  I has a bounded inverse if
j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j > jb0j jb1j jb2j. So,
c(U(a; 0; b); h)  f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j  jb0j jb1j jb2jg :
Since (L; h) is the disjoint union of p(L; h), r(L; h) and c(L; h), therefore
(U(a; 0; b); h)  f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j  jb0j jb1j jb2jg :
By Theorem 2, we get
f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j < jb0j jb1j jb2jg=p(U(a; 0; b); h)  (U(a; 0; b); h):
Since (L; h) is closed and thus,
f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j < jb0j jb1j jb2jg  (U(a; 0; b); h)
= (U(a; 0; b); h)
and
f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j  jb0j jb1j jb2jg  (U(a; 0; b); h):
Hence,
(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j  jb0j jb1j jb2jg
and so
c(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  a0j j  a1j j  a2j = jb0j jb1j jb2jg :
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3. Subdivision of the spectrum
The spectrum (L;X) is partitioned into three sets which are not necessarily disjoint
as follows:
If there exists a sequence (xn) in X such that kxnk = 1 and kLxnk ! 0 as
n!1, then (xn) is called a Weyl sequence for L.
We call the set
ap(L;X) := f 2 C : there exists a Weyl sequence for I   Lg
the approximate point spectrum of L. Moreover, the set
(L;X) := f 2 (L;X) : I   L is not surjectiveg
is called a defect spectrum of L. Finally, the set
co(L;X) = f 2 C : R(I   L) 6= Xg
is called compression spectrum in the literature.
The following proposition is quite useful for calculating the separation of the
spectrum of the linear operator in Banach spaces.
Proposition 1 (see [1, Proposition 1.3]). The spectra and subspectra of an operator
L 2 B(X) and its adjoint L 2 B(X) are related by the following relations:
(a) (L; X) = (L;X), (b) c(L; X)  ap(L;X),
(c) ap(L
; X) = (L;X), (d) (L; X) = ap(L;X),
(e) p(L
; X) = co(L;X), (f ) co(L; X)  p(L;X),
(g) (L;X) = ap(L;X) [ p(L; X) = p(L;X) [ ap(L; X).
Goldberg's Classication of Spectrum
If T 2 B(X), then there are three cases for R(T ):
(I) R(T ) = X; (II) R(T ) = X, but R(T ) 6= X, (III) R(T ) 6= X
and three cases for T 1:
(1) T 1 exists and is continuous, (2) T 1 exists but is discontinuous, (3) T 1
does not exist.
If these cases are combined in all possible ways, nine dierent states are created.
These are labelled by: I1, I2, I3, II1, II2, II3, III1, III2, III3 (see [9]).
(L;X) can be divided into subdivisions I2(L;X) = ;, I3(L;X), II2(L;X),
II3(L;X), III1(L;X), III2(L;X), III3(L;X). For example, if T = I   L is
in a given state, III2 (say), then we write  2 III2(L;X).








and is bounded and is unbounded does not exists
 2 p(L;X)
I R(I   L) = X  2 (L;X) {  2 ap(L;X)
 2 c(L;X)  2 p(L;X)
II R(I   L) = X  2 (L;X)  2 ap(L;X)  2 ap(L;X)
 2 (L;X)  2 (L;X)
 2 r(L;X)  2 r(L;X)  2 p(L;X)
III R(I   L) 6= X  2 (L;X)  2 ap(L;X)  2 ap(L;X)
 2 (L;X)  2 (L;X)
 2 co(L;X)  2 co(L;X)  2 co(L;X)
Table 1:
Section 2 mentioned articles concerned with the decomposition of the spectrum
dened by Goldberg. However, in [4], Durna and Yildirim investigated a subdivision
of the spectra for factorable matrices on c0, and in [2], Basar, Durna and Yildirim
investigated subdivisions of the spectra for a generalized dierence operator on the
sequence spaces c0 and c and in [5] Durna, have studied subdivision of the spectra
for the generalized upper triangular double-band matrices uv over the sequence
spaces c0 and c. Moreover, in [3], Das calculated the spectrum and ne spectrum
of the upper triangular matrix U(r1; r2; s1; s2) over the sequence space c0. In [8],
El-Shabrawy and Abu-Janah determined spectra and ne spectra of a generalized
dierence operator B (r; s) on the sequence spaces bv0 and h, in [18], Yildirim and
Durna examined the spectrum and some subdivisions of the spectrum of discrete
generalized Cesaro operators on `p, (1 < p < 1). In [15], the ne spectrum of the
upper triangular matrix U(r; 0; 0; s) over the squence spaces c0 and c was studied by
Tripathy and Das. In 2018, Durna et al. [6] studied a partition of the spectra for
the generalized dierence operator B(r; s) on the sequence space cs, in [7], Durna
studied a subdivision of spectra for some lower triangular doule-band matrices as
operators on c0 and in [19], Yildirim et al. studied the spectrum and ne spectrum
of generalized Rhaly-Cesaro matrices on c0 and c.

















where (ak) and (bnk) are positive real numbers.
Proof. It is clear.
Theorem 6. If j  aj < jbj, then  2 I3(U(a; 0; b); h).
Proof. Suppose that j  aj < jbj and so from Theorem 2,  2 p(U(a; 0; b); h):
Hence,  satises Golberg's condition 3. We shall show that U(a; 0; b)   I is onto
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when j  aj < jbj :
Let us take y = (yn) 2 h such that (U(a; 0; b)  I)x = y for x = (xn). Then
(a  )xk + bxk+2 = yk , k  0



















t = 0; 1; n = 2; 3; : : :
(18)
We must show that x = (xk) 2 h. Since
1X
n=1
n jxn   xn+1j =
1X
n=1
(2n  1) jx2n 1   x2nj+
1X
n=1
2n jx2n   x2n+1j ,
let us investigate whether the series
1P
n=1
2n jx2n   x2n+1j is convergent. Similarly,
we can show that the series
1P
n=1
(2n  1) jx2n 1   x2nj is convergent. Since
x2n   x2n+1 = 1
b
"















2n jx2n   x2n+1j  1jbj
"























































is convergent, for the series
1P
n=1


































(n+ k + 1) rn =
1X
n=1






(1  r)2 + (k + 1)
r
1  r










2 jy2k   y2k+1j
 
r













2 (k + 1) jy2k   y2k+1j :
Thus since y = (yn) 2 h, the series
1X
k=0
2 (k + 1) jy2k   y2k+1j
is convergent. Also since jy2k   y2k+1j  (k + 1) jy2k   y2k+1j for k 2 N, y = (yn) 2




is convergent from the comparison test. Therefore from (19), y = (yn) 2 h and
 2 p(U(a0; a1; a2; ); h) imply that the series
1X
n=1
2n jx2n   x2n+1j
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is convergent.
Finally, if we show that lim
n!1xn = 0, there exists x = (xn) 2 h for all y =
(yn) 2 h. Since y = (yn) 2 h, lim
n!1 yn = 0 and since every convergent sequence
is bounded, there exists N > 0 such that jynj  N for all n 2 N. Also, since






































































k and bn =  b  a
n 1 ;
then (bn) holds conditions of the Stolz theorem since
 b  a
 > 1. Therefore, from
(22), we obtain



















  1 limn!1 jy2n 2+tj = 0:
Thus from the sandwich theorem and (21), lim
n!1x2n+t = 0, t = 0; 1 and so limn!1xn =
0. Thus, (xn) 2 h i j  aj < jbj. Therefore, U(a; 0; b)   I is onto. So,  2 I.
Hence we get the required result.
Corollary 1. III1(U(a; 0; b); h) = III2(U(a; 0; b); h) = ;:
Proof. Since r(L; h) = III1(L; h)[ III2(L; h) from Table 1, the required result
is obtained from Theorem 4 with a0 = a1 = a2 = a and b0 = b1 = b2 = b.
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Corollary 2. II3(U(a; 0; b); h) = III3(U(a; 0; b); h) = ;:
Proof. Since p(L; h) = I3(L; h) [ II3(L; h) [ III3(L; h) from Table 1, the
required result is obtained from Theorem 2 and Theorem 6 with a0 = a1 = a2 = a
and b0 = b1 = b2 = b.
Theorem 7. It holds:
(a) ap(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  aj  jbjg;
(b) (U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  aj = jbjg;
(c) co(U(a; 0; b); h) = ;.
Proof. (a): From Table 1, we get
ap(L; h) = (L; h)nIII1(L; h).
And so ap(U(a; 0; b); h) = f 2 C : j  aj  jbjg from Corollary 1.
(b): From Table 1, we have
(L; h) = (L; h)nI3(L; h).
So using Theorem 5 and 6 with a0 = a1 = a2 = a and b0 = b1 = b2 = b, we get the
required result.
(c): By Proposition 1 (e), we have
p(L
; h) = co(L; h):
Using Theorem 3 with a0 = a1 = a2 = a and b0 = b1 = b2 = b, we get the required
result.
Corollary 3. It holds:
(a) ap(U(a; 0; b)
; h = 1) = f 2 C : j  aj = jbjg;
(b) (U(a; 0; b)
; h = 1) = f 2 C : j  aj  jbjg.
Proof. Using Proposition 1 (c) and (d), we have
ap(U(a; 0; b)
; h = 1) = (U(a; 0; b); h)
and
(U(a; 0; b)
; h = 1) = ap(U(a; 0; b); h):
Using Theorem 7 (a) and (b) with a0 = a1 = a2 = a and b0 = b1 = b2 = b, we get
the required results.
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4. Results
We can generalize our operator
U(a0; a1; : : : ; an 1; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1) =
266666666664
a0 0 b0 0 0 0 0 0 0   
0 a1 0 b1 0 0 0 0 0   
0 0
. . . 0
. . . 0 0 0 0   
0 0 0 an 1 0 bn 1 0 0 0   
0 0 0 0 a0 0 b0 0 0   









. . .   
377777777775
where b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1 6= 0.











S is the interior of the set S and @S is the boundary of the set S. Then the following
holds:
1. p(U(a0; a1; : : : ; an 1; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1); h) = S;
2. p(U(a0; a1; : : : ; an 1; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1); h = 1) = ;;
3. r(U(a0; a1; : : : ; an 1; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1); h) = ;;
4. c(U(a0; a1; : : : ; an 1; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1); h) = @S;
5. (U(a0; a1; : : : ; an 1; 0; b0; b1; : : : ; bn 1); h) = S:
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